Nonlinear analysis of renal autoregulation in rats using principal dynamic modes.
This article presents results of the use of a novel methodology employing principal dynamic modes (PDM) for modeling the nonlinear dynamics of renal autoregulation in rats. The analyzed experimental data are broadband (0-0.5 Hz) blood pressure-flow data generated by pseudorandom forcing and collected in normotensive and hypertensive rats for two levels of pressure forcing (as measured by the standard deviation of the pressure fluctuation). The PDMs are computed from first-order and second-order kernel estimates obtained from the data via the Laguerre expansion technique. The results demonstrate that two PDMs suffice for obtaining a satisfactory nonlinear dynamic model of renal autoregulation under these conditions, for both normotensive and hypertensive rats. Furthermore, the two PDMs appear to correspond to the two main autoregulatory mechanisms: the first to the myogenic and the second to the tubuloglomerular feedback (TGF) mechanism. This allows the study of the separate contributions of the two mechanisms to the autoregulatory response dynamics, as well as the effects of the level of pressure forcing and hypertension on the two distinct autoregulatory mechanisms. It is shown that the myogenic mechanism has a larger contribution and is affected only slightly, while the TGF mechanism is affected considerably by increasing pressure forcing or hypertension (the emergence of a second resonant peak and the decreased relative contribution to the response flow signal).